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l. On Manometric Flames. By Dr. R uDOLPH KoNIG (of Paris)*. 
[With Two Plates.] 

I N the beginning of 1862 I invented a new method of ob
servation, which had for its object to make apparent the 

sounding air-waves, or, what is the same thing, the changing 
density of the atmosphere while penetrated by ounding vibra
tions, or while itself in a state of vibration, in the same way as 
acoustic experiments were able to show clearly the vibration of 
bodies which produce the vibration of the atmosphet·e. 

The first apparatus founded on this method was shown in the 
London E xhibition of 1862; and since that period I have 
invented a whole series of apparatus on the same principles: a 
short description of some has appeared in Poggendodf's Annalen 
for 1864; and others are briefly sketched in my Catalogue of 
1865. 

'fhe following pages are designed to explain all these appa
ratus, as well those which have been added since the publica
tion of my Catalogue, as also the experiments in connexion with 
them. 

'l'he small instrument, on the usc of which my method is 
fouuded, and to which I have given the name of Manometl·ic 
Capsule, consists of a cavity in a wooden plate, whose orifice is 
dosed by a thin membrane. Illuminating gas may be intro
duced into th is cavity through a pipe-a secon~ p~p.e, termina
ting in a gas.bumer, giving means for exit and 1gmt10n. 

Now, if the air before the membrane be render~d suddenly of 
* 'l'rnnsl:ttion, communicated by the Author, from Poggendorff's 

Annalen, vol. cxlvi. p. 161. 
P!til. Mag. S. 1. Vol. 45. No. 297. Jan. 1873. B 
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a g reate1· density, the membrane will of course be driven . 
and thus expel the gas and cause the flame to rise quicl 
on the contrary, the air be suddenly rarefied, the m1 
becomes drawn outwards, the space within momenta 
creased, the gas expanded, and the flame lowered. 

A membrane is known to possess, like every otbe 
body, only a J efinite series of notes ; and thus we should 
that the manometric capsule would only show an effe 
the note acting upon it agreed with one of the not1 
membrane. 

But this is not the case ; for besides the vibration 
body makes under the influence of its eia·sticity, any 
whatever can be forced upon it if only the active force I 
greater than the resistance which it can offer. 

For example, let us take a long thin string, tuned to th' 
mental note of 100 vibrations, and place its centre in fi 
nexion with the prong of a strong massive tuning-fork o 
brations; it will then clearly move to and fro 110 times i 
with the vibrations of the tuning-fork, allhough in ac1 
with its nature it could only execute 100, 200, 300, &, 
tions. In point of fact it does not t ruly vibrate, but 
mechanically drawn to and fro. 'l'his is also the case · 
manometric capsule, as it is so constructed that the r( 
offered to th e condensation and rarefaction of the atn 
must be considered very trifling, indeed almost nil. ( 
the same capsule is thus equally effective for every nc 
different capsules, whose membranes have not been t 
unison, neve rtheless give the same results under the i 
of the same note. 

If out of several capsules which are fed by the same g: 
voir you set one in activity, th e fl ames in all the other 
iu motion. 'l'hus, if the mem brane be pressed into the 
tbe p ressure will not only drive the flame higher from 1 
pipe, but will also spread its influence through the entra 
to the general reservoir, and thence to the other capsr 
fiam es of which become prolonged, although in a less 
Of course, a pressure in the contrary direction prod 
opposite ef:l'ect. If, therefore, several capsules are to 
ployed at the same time, tiJis mutual influence must be a 

I at first sought to attain this eud by placing bctweer 
servoir and the capsules long thin india-rubber t ubes ; 
did not act quite satisfactorily. 

I attain ed my object, however, by the use of access' 
sules, tbroug~ which I pernntted the gas to pass befor 
ductcd it into the manometric capsule; they are construe 
the others, each consisting of a cavity closed by a thin me 
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. . ·ds If the pressure derived from the manometric ~ap.su le pass 
mwar 

1
r;hrough the entrance-tube towards the gas-reservoH·, ~t vr.l\1 be 

dy. annulled when cntcrinn- the accessory capsule by the ywldmg of 
~mbr~n~he membrane. b 
·1 rn· . · .rl Y Practice shows that we may put into the st ronges~ motw.n one 

. of several flamr.s isolated in the foregoing manner w1thout many 
r elastiCway affecting tht rest. 
suppose 
ct whenProof of the dijj'eru d condition of the Ai1· in the Nodes and 
~s of its Ventml Segments of a sounding Air-column. 

In order to show the chan•~ in o- density of the air in the node8 
which 3 nd its fixed comlition in the ~ent·al segments of a sounuing air

motioOcolumn generally, I make use of an open organ-pipe, which ~s so 
be mucbconstructed that. either its fundamental tone or its first harmomc or 

overtone, the octave can be sounded at will (fig. 1). At the node 
e funda-of the fundamental' and the two nodes of t he 
rm co~'()ctave are three orifices in one side of the pipe; Fig. l. 
f 11~ yl'()vcr these three manomet ric capsules arc so 
n un1so1~laced that the orifices are exactly closed by 
~ordanC he membrane , being of the same d iameter; a 
c. vibrB'!!ommon reservoir, provideu with accessory 
. is onlycapsu~cs, feeds the three flames, the length 
with tb f whiCh can be regulateu by cocks. 
!Sistan~ _If, now, we give to the tht·cc flames an equal 
10spher«lelght of 15 to 20 millimett·es, and sound 
)ne aodlhe octave, t hen the two exterior flames will 
•te ; al~0 ~ put into such violent motion that they 
uned i!lv~ll appe~r prolonged, narrow, qu ite blue, and 
nfluenC tthout .Illuminating power, on account of 

he constdcrable amount of air which they 
:ts-reser-lraw with them in their flickering up and 

8 are seklown, whil st the middle flame will remain 
capsu~e "!most still and bright, being placed at. tl~e 
the ex1t•-cntre of a ventral se~rmcnt where the all' rs 
oce-pip«>nly gliding to and fr~. ' 
1]es tbt _At the sounding of the fundamental the 
. a:,.ree(l:nddle flame is at the node and therefore vio
iuce~ a eotly agitated ; the two e;terior ones, which 
be ern·lre then between the node and the centres of 
nnuJlcd;he ventral segments at the ends of the pipe, 

1 the r~;h?w only a weaker motion. As in this case 
but tblit Is. onl:y a question of different intensity of 

)1ot10n tn the indiv idual flames, it is better 
·y cao-nere to make u e of smaller flames when the 

01 r - ld ' I coO' IC .lc one becomes quite blue, whi le the 
~t~d Ji~ .xtct'lOt' ones remain bright. If we give the 
mbralle' 13 2 
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Hames the length of only 8 to 10 millims. , on sounding tlJe fUJ · 
dam en tal the middle fl ame will be extinguished, on soundino- tl, 
octave the exterior ones will disappear. 

0 

Tltcsc cxpcrirncuts may also be made with a closed Oro-at 
pipe whi ch can be sounded on its fundam ental and its first ~vel 
tone. One of the flam es must then be at the end of the pip 
where the node of the fu11darneutal, as well as one of the uodt 
of the overtone, arc fo uud. 

If the tlame Le shortened, on soundin g the fundamental tl 
end flam e will be tlt c first to go out, and th en the middle on• 
because the latter is nearer to the node than to the ventr. 
segment in the mouth of the pipe. 

But on sounding the first overtone, the 12th of tbe fun 
damental, the midd le flame remains unchanged, while the tW 
exterior ones become extinguished. 

Compar·ison and Combination of seve1·al Tones . 

'l'hcse experiments have only shown the general working l 
whole series of consecutive vibrations ; if, however, we allow tb 
flame to be refiected by a rotating mirror, we see all phases < 
their motion side by side, and we can then not only examine tL 
number of vibrations and the ratios of different tones, but al
observe the images made by the combinat.ion of. sev~t·al tones: , 

The apparatus which serves for . th~se mv~stlgatwns cons1 
?fa set of organ-p.ipes, each of whiCh 1s provtde~ ~t the node 
1ts fundamental w1th a manometnc capsule. 'Ih1s can be coJI 
nected by means of an ind ia-rubber tube with gas-burners, w]Ji 
are placed on a special stand (fig. 2). 

Before these gas-burners there is placed a revolving n1irr~ 
made of four glass plates coated with platinum. The platinu.t 
surfaces are turned outwards, in order to avoid the confusin 
double images of the common mirrors, which is caused by r• 
flection from the two surfaces of the glass plates. A small wiJJU 
chest, for the reception of two organ-pipes, bas two mouth 
pieces, the larget· of which serves to conduct the air froTJ1 
be11ows. Through the smaller one the gas is conducted to a colll 
mon receiver, provided with two COcks, which are joined by tne3Ii 
of india-rubber tubing to the capsules of the organ-pipes. 

The reflection of a :tlame at rest shows in the rotating mirr< 
a band of light of the width of the height of the flame. If Wt 
however, sound the organ-pipe in couuexion with it, tbet 
appears in place of the baud of light a series of regularly cOl 

secutive flam e-pictures, the tips of which are bent in a di recti 
opposite to that in which the mirror is moving. 

If we place two burners in such a position that their reflectiOJ 
give two bands of light, one above another, and connect the 
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';vith two organ-pipes which togethet· give the interval of the 
'>ctave, the series conespouding to the higher tone g ives double 

Fig. 2. 

the number of fl ames that the other one does, by which the vi
bration are shown to be in the ratio of l : 2 (Pl. I. fig. 3) . 
If we take organ-pipes of oth er intervals, we get with the fifth 
three flames above two, with the fourth four above three, and so on. 

'fhe rapidity of the motion of the flames allows their reflections 
in the mirror to be very sharply defined; but as they are of 
very short duration, it would be difficult in this expenment to 
observe trifling deviations from the purity of the intervals; for 
although in point of fact it is ca y to recognize that in one of 1 
the series there arc almost always two fl ames when there is OJF 

1 
in the othct·, yet it would be difficult to di scovtr that about 
iu the one series coincide with about l Ol i.n the other. 
exact observations can be made with the greatest facilit) 
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ever, if we make the two capsules of the two correspondin g ot'g an 
pipes act on the same fl ame. . 

If we sound two organ-ptpes, exactly tuned to an oCtav 
while the gas streams from their two capsules into the ~ani• 
burnet·, the flame has the appearance of containing withio it 1 

smaller one without motion. By the slightest discord bow· 
ever, the latter becomes flickering, and len gthens and shottcn ' 
periodically within the greater one. Each of these dC!ublt 
movements composed of ascending and descending sho\V 
fluctuation, either the deviation of the uppet· tone ~y a 
double vibration, or of the lower by a single vibration fro ll\ tht 
pure interval of the octave. 

'fhc fifth (2 : 3) shows three, the fourth (3 : 4) four, the third 
(4 : 5) five points of flame one above another, whose mQ.tua 
position remains unchanged with the perfect purity of tb~ ju· 
terval; on the contrat·y, any deviation from this causes al\ u~· 
and-down movement among them of each single point, WhiC1 
takes the appearance of a waving motion. 

In all these intervals it is easy so to arran ge the length of tbt 
flame that all the points may remain clearly bright and appeal 
separated from each other by blue non-luminous parts of th 
flame. If, however, the ratios of vibration of the two t011e> 
becomes more complicated, it is often difficult to ~bscrvc thcOl 
exactly; but even in this case the flame shows plamly wbc:!thet 
the interval be pure or out of tunc, as we have but to see whc:!thct 
the flame is at rest or in motion. 

'l'his property of the manometric flame, of showing the lea 
deviation from the purity of the interval, makes it in D1aJ1) 

cases exceedingly useful in tuning, as it is not necessary t ]l~t 
the two notes which are to be brought into tune shoul tl bt 
produced by organ-pipes provided with capsules : the notes o 
any instrument may be used, if they are produced before tW 
resonators in relation with them, which act on two manometrit 
capsules whose gas-p ipes cnu in the same burner. 

The ratio 1 : 2 is the motit convenient, on account of its cas 
exam ination ; so that if we want to tune a series of tuning-fork 
to the same note, it is better to choose the fork for compariso 
an octave lower or higher. 

If we wish to observe t be whole process of vibt·ation in tb 
above-mentioned flames on which two JJ otes act at the sa n1 
time, we must again employ the rotating mirror. 'fhe pur 
octave shows in it a series of fl ames, iu which a shorter alway 
follows a longer, and the shorter ones have all, like the lon.,.e 
ones, equal heigh ts (fig. 4, Pl. I.). If any beats occur, tb. 
::ummits of the smaller as well as of the larger flam es move u 
and. down. However, these motions arc opposed; so that i 
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those positions where the long flames are at their longest, the 
short flames are at their shortest, and vice versa. 

l n fi.g. 4, Pl. I. the picture of the seventh (8: 15, or 8 : 16-1) 
shows this process, although in a very short period. 1'he fifth 
(2 : 3) shows a period of three, the fourth (3: 4) of four, t he 
third ( 4 : 5) of five, and the second (8 : 9) of nine in the 
range of the increasing and then decreasing flames . 

If the proportion is not of the form n : n ± 1, then there 
takes place in the whole period not only a rise and fall of the 
flame-summit.:, bnt the curve connecting them shows as many 
elevations and depressions as the difference between the two 
ratios. For cxan1 le, see the picture of the sixth (3 : 5) (fi g . 4·, 
Pl. I.). 

The more complicated the interval of the t wo notes, the more 
carefully we must bring it into per fect purity of tunc, until no 
further movement whatever can be discerned in the flame, 
because otherwise the recurring periods of the flame- pictures in 
the mirror suffer continual change by the change of phase, and 
in that case it becomes difficult to recognize them. But thi s 
exact tune becomes still more imperative if we wish to combin e 
more than two notes while making them act on one fl ame. It 
will be remarked, besides, in these experi ments, how diffi cult it 
is to retain absolutely constant notes wi th organ-pipes, even 
when we make use of a well-regulated bellows. 

Coexistence of two Tones in tlte same Ai1·-column. 
'fhc investigation of the combination of two related tones iu 

one flame-picture is especially useful, because it teaches us from 
the flam -picture of a combinat ion of tones, of which the com
ponents arc unknown, to find the single tones of which it is 
composed. 

A passage to ihc trial of such a combinat ion of tones as, e. g., 
each sound offers, is the combination formed by a fundam ental 
with a known overLonc in the same air-column. Very suitable 
for such an experiment is the above described closed organ-pipe 
with three :flames, since the node of the fundamental as well as 
one node of the first overtone are situated at their ends. 

If we blow the fundamental (l ) very gently, the flam e
picture in the min or shows the vibrations of thi s tone; if now 
we blow t he overtone (3) st rongly, each single vibration will be 
replaced by three flames. "'With a rather weaker blast both tones 
arc produced together, and we always see three fl amc .. summi ts 
over every fundamental flame (fi g . 5, Plate I.) . Therefore several 
tones present at the same time in the air .. column give exacLly 
the same flame-picture as the combination of the same tones 
when each is produced by its own particular organ-pipe. 
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R ep1·esentation of Sounds. 
'l'he apparatus which is used _for the representation of so-v\.1d 

consists simply of a manometr_IC capsu~e, before the mem4J'a!lt 
of which there is a small cav1ty tcrmmating in a short tub 
(fig. 6). The sounds to be represented must be conducted iutc 

Fig. 6. 

this cavity with the smallest possible} os s of their intensity a!lc 
without undergoing any change in their passage. 

The sound-pictures of the combined tones of the same iostrtt 
mcnt are never all alike, but the deepest tones always show mucl 
larger and more complicated flame-groups for each single vibJ'3 
tion of the fundamental than the higher ones, because the big 
harmonic tones, which are to be heard in the sound of the deepe 
tones of the instrument, disappear more and more as the f~ndi\ 
mental ascends. Thus the higher the tone the smaller in coiJI 
parison arc the dimensio_ns o_fthe means which produce it. 'I'll 
vibrations of all resoundmg mstruments, however, take a simple 
form if the dimensions of the lat ter are very small, because tb 
different bodies lose their capacity of forming subdivisions i1 
vibration, by which the accessory tones, if not exclusively, ye 
in many cases are chiefly produced. 

A second reason, however, and that a very potent one, is this 
If the tones are produced not so much by the clastic vibratioP 
of a body as rather by gusts of air, as in the siren and pandefll1 
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pipes, the upper notes which are contained in the sound of a 
lower note have so high a place in the scale for a high note 
that they produce no effect, either on the ear or on an artificial 
membrane. 

The lowest note of the violin, for example, is g (192 vibratious), 

and its 8th harmonic g (1536 vibrat ions) is within the range 
of the mstrument. It is produced on the G-string by a length of 
4, and on theE-string by about 13t centimetres. Nevertheless, 

if we take this very g as fundamental tone, the length of 
string of its eighth harmonic on the E-string would be about 
17 millimetrcs ; and besides, with 12,288 vibrations, it would 
be alreaJy nearly two octaves above the highest notes used in 
music, which sufficiently explains why it is not heard in the 

SOUJid of g. 
My success was but pat'tial in the representation of violin 

sounds, owing to the high position of the notes of the instm
ment, since, with the exception of the ~otes from g to c on the 
G-string, I obtained only the fundamental vib rations for all the 
rest. ln my endeavours to conduct the notes as loud as possible 
to the membrane I tried two methods. First, I connected the 
interior air of the violin with the small apparatus, by means of an 
india-rubber tube which I introduced into one of the f-shaped 
apertures of the violin; and secondly, I pressed my stethoscope 
with its concave membrane on the bottom-piece of the violin, 
precisely under the sounding-post, and attached the india-rubber 
tube to tile flame-apparatus. The results in the latter case were 
as follows. 

On the G-string g showed the figure of the octave in weak 
wave-formed flames, which, as far as b, rose to sharply defined 
clearly cut flames. With "C the latter fell quite suddenly into one 
single broad, short, and faint flame, in which I could perceive 
only the smallest trace of the octave when played forcibly . 
Already the D-string only showed simple flame series, which 
ford e f !i were rounded, wave-like, nnd weak, but on play
ing a became again stronger. The a on the A-string gave very 
high and deeply cut flames, b still stronger ones, which fell, 

however, at c and became quite weak. Up to g and -;;, on 
the E-string every trace was lost of the small fiame-points 
wlJich had appeared at the last overtones. 

On the conncxion of the interior air with the apparatus, the 
inscusibly graduated picture of the octave from g changed into 
a sin gle shal'ply defined flame at b; this attained such an extra-
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ordinary height at C, as though it had been produced by the 
vibrations of an organ-pipe provided with a capsule at the node. 

The noted also showed a seri es of high and sharply define 
flames, which, however, quite disappeared at c to give place to 
the weak rounded-off waving lines as far as a. 

This sudden appearance of very high flames in the region o 
cis explained by the circumstance that the lowest proper note 
of the interior air of the violin is precisely C. For the upper 
notes I obtained the same result as with the stethoscope ; th t 
is to say, the notes a and b again gave much stronger vibra-

tions than -;; T g-; and than the urper c -;re- &c.; so tLat the 
second peculiar note of the interior air, or rather of the whole 
system formed by the violin, seems to be in the region of 71." and b: 

With regard to sound, we have in this case certainly been. able 
only to make evident the transition from the figure of the octave 
to that of the simple note. The siren shows much better the 
gradual disappearance of the higher upper note from the musical 
sounds when their fundamental tone is raised. 'l'o this end I 
intercept the impulse above the open perforated plate by means 
of an arch ed aperture which expan ds into a small tube, and is 
placed immediately above a part of the apertures so as to permit 
them to affect the flame, while I cause the rotation of the plate to 
increase from its lowest to its highest swiftness by increased pres
sure of the ai1·. The mirror then shows at the lowest notes very 
large and dense fiame-groups; these change towards the middle 
of the great octave into more clearly defined and deep-slit waves, 
with at first five, then towards c and cl with four flame-point . 
At g and a the number of the points falls to three, at 'C and (l 
to two; and at a the last trace of the octave disappears from the 
sound;. after this all the still higher notes only show single 
flame-pJCtures. 

But the result of this experiment is essentially different if when 
a sounding-chc t is fastcu cd over the perforated plate. It first 
intensifies the upper harmonics of the sound, then the lower and 
lastly the fundamental it elf: this causes the flamc-grou~s no 
longe1· to become simpler gradually and in accordance with the 
height of the notes, but to show rather sudden changes alter
nately rising and disappearing: 'fhus the sound of a siren, 
over the perforated plate of whteh a resonance-box giving the 

note---;;- was placed, after showin g a few complicated and faint 
pictures when the plate was slowly rotated, produced on reach
ing the pitch c clearly a large flame in agreement with the fun
damental tone: this flame had four snmmits, derived from 
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overtone 4, which coincided with the proper note of the sound
ing-chest. On turning the. plate more rapidly, the flame
picture became simpler, until at f it became oue sin•Yle flame 
so that the overtone 3 must be quite wanting in this sound 
of the siren. The ascending scale had scarcely passed f when 
there appeared between each two large flames a small but 
shflrply defined flame, which quickly increased in size, and 
towards c reached nearly the height of the chief flame where 
the effect of the resonance-box confirmed the fact of it~ bcino-o 
the overtone 2 of the sound of the siren. Above-;; the 
st ·• llct· flame leant always more towards the larger one until at 
a it completely disappeared in it: after this again o~ly sino-le 
flames appeared (Pl. I. fig. 7). 0 

In order to make the sound in these experiments act strongly 
on the capsule, I proVldcd the resonance-box with a tube and t-r 
placed it interior in direc~ connexion with the flam e-appa~atus ..._, 
'£hcsc experiments, ~n w_htch the air~impul scs of the siren ar 5J 
p1·eveuted from passmg 11nmcdmtely mto the atmosphere, bein > 
compelled to pass through a res?nator which ren~a~ns uncbange -;:C 
for all the fundamental to~1es of souud, g1ve a vts1blc picture 0 f
thc process of the format10n of _vocal sounds ; for it is known 
that the air contained in the e~vtt:>: of the mouth, when speak
ing or singing the same vowel tD different tones, is always tuned 
to the same note, so that the mouth must act on the air-waves 
produced iu the larynx in the . same way as the sounding-chest 
on the air-impulses of the s1ren . Neverthele s the series of 
flame-pictu res of the same vowel, sung in the tones of two oc
taves, does uot show such sudden changes as might have been 
expected without closer rcsea~·ch . 

In order to p roduce the piCtures of the vowels, I sino- them 
iuto a small funnel-shaped mouthpiece which is connect~d with 
the cavity before the membrane by a short india-rubber tube; 
thus they reach the capsule with great intensity (fig. 6). 

I bad already in 1867 sketched and had painted the pictures 
of the vowels u, o, a, e, i sung to the notes of the two octaves from 
C to C. I proceeded in the following manner. In order to 
be sure that 1 had not changed the charactet• of the vowel in the 
transition from one tone to another, 1 first verified the proper 
note of the mouth with the tuning-fork; then, while l sang 
into the apparatus, an artist dre~ the ~icture which he saw_i_n the 
mirror . l also drew the same p1cturc mdependently: and 1f both 
our drawiunos were identical they were looked upon as correct; 
if, however~ there were discrepancies, I repeated the experiment 
until the error was discovered. 

The live fi ui shed d1·awings (Pl. II. fig. 8) were unfortunately 
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too late for the Exhibition; but I was able to exhibit them at the 
Meeting of the Association of Nat ural Philosophers at Dresden 
in 1868. I delayed their publication until now because I wisl:ted 
to revise them with precision, but was always pt·eventcd by the 
delicate state of mv throat, which did not permit me Sl\cb 
fatiguing experiments. But'now, since I can no longer hope 
to recover, I h~ve used my best en~eavom·s to make the pictl.\res 
correct, and gtve them forth, not mdecd as absolutely perfect, 
but as nearly so as it was possible for me to make them . 

The drawings themselves are much more difficult than might 
be supposed, particularly of the large flame-groups of the deeper 
notes, not only on account of the evanescence of the pictutes, 
but also because the flame-summits do not always follow each 
other, but are partly situated beneath one another, so that it, 
appears as though different flame-groups were intermingled, or 
rather pushed partly one before another. But these flames, 
whose background, so to say, is formed by other flames, ea ily 
escape observation, particulf}.rly if the back ones are not so higb

1 
nor the front ones so low, that the bright summits of the latter 
stand out upon the blue lower parts of the former. We call 
indeed, by a rapid rotation of the mirror, separate all the summits 
from each other; but then the whole group becomes difficult to 
observe, on account of its great length and the great bending 01 
the flames. 

However imperfect the drawings may be on account of the 
absence of some details, yet they give true pictUI'es of the genernl 
outline as portrayed in the mirror. If, for example, the vowel }, 
be sung on the note C, the picture shows a group from which a tall 
bright flame rises near a smaller very blue one; after these come 
a whole mountain of regularly toothed flames. Now it is quite 
possible that this ridge has really 9 summits, whilst I have only 
drawn 8; for it has sometimes appeared to me that there were 
more than that number on days when I produced this very lo1f 

note stronger and purer than usual; but this does not change the 
character of the whole group, which could never be mistaken for 
that ofU, 0, E, or I sung in the same note. In any case, there· 
fore, these pictures appear to me sufficient for the representation 
of the great difference in the appearance of the sound of the five 
vowels, sung on the same note, as well as to show the manner 
of the change of the flame-pictures of the same vowel from one 
note to another. But this is the chief point, and indeed all 
that can be attained with certainty by the apparatus; fot· just 
on account of its g reat sensit iveness we must not hope for abso· 
lutely correct pictures. 'L'he details in the group change most 
remarkably, not only when the same vowel is sung in the same 
note by difFerent voices, but also when the same voice gives vowel 
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and note with diffei·cnt intensity. A very slight change in the 
condition of the voice is sufficient to effect great changes in 
the f-lam e-pictures. For instance, when my throat is weary, 
instead of oLtaining t he picture as drawn of U sung on e, I get 
only a small flame and two tall broad ones, the last in place of 
two and two in the picture; and ~imi lar simplifications are made 
in all the flame-groups. 

In order to see first what influence may be expected from the 
fixed notes of t he mouth-cav ity on the fl ame-pictures, I will give a 
geucral view by drawing for each vowel, sung in each note of the 
two octaves fro m C to C, the harmonic overtone to which the 
ch ar tetcristic note approximates, and the numbet• of vibrations by 
which tb"y differ. 

For 0, A, and E, I take the characteristic notes (given by 

llclmholtll) b, b, and b; but, dift'ering from the former opinion 
of Dontlers and Helmholtz, I have found for U and I the notes 

b and b; so t hat tlt e five chief vowels are all an octave distant 
from each other, and the characteri:>tic note of the lowest vowel, 
viz. U, unites with th e lowest note which it is possible for the 
mouth to intensify by resonance. 

Iu the defi nition of these notes there is no question of an ab
solutely exact number of vibrations. If, for example, I find the 
most powerful re onance of the mouthpiece for U giving between 
220 and 230 vibrations, I may take equally 224 or 225 vibra
tions as the characteristic note of U. I make this remark 
here parti cularly because, in a short address to the Paris Aca
demy (April 25, 1870) on the before-mentioned definitions of 
the characteristic notes of U and I, I gave as the average simple 
vibrations for U, 0 , A, E, I, 225, 450, 900, 1800, and 3600-
Ln t aftct· a subsequent revision, the equally correct numbers 224, 
448, 89G, 1792, aud 358<1. The former are indeed easier to 
retain, but they refer to no note in usc; whereas the latter 
ll llll1bcrs show the vibrations of the seventh overtone of cl, 
C, c, c, aud c (c=256 vibrations.). 

In the following 'l'ablc the first column contains the vowel, 
the second the note sung, and the third and fourth the two 
overtones of the so und of that note between which the cha
racteri stic sound of the vowel falls, together with the number of 
viurations by which one of these notes is lower and the other 
h igher than the proper note of the mouth-cavity. 
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The characteristic tone of U approaches therefore to the t~ir 
overtone of D and E, to the second of A and B, and to the fun· 
damcntal a and b; and in point of fact in the flame-groups Of D 
and E we can perceive a forking into three, in those of A anl}]l 
into two chief divisions ; while the flame-pictures of a and b sl1o" 
a great preponderance in intensity of the fundamental over the 
accessory tones. 

'l'he characteristic tone of 0 does not approach any of th 
O\'ertones of the sounds that are sung (except C) ncm·er t)w 
about half a tone; therefore it has but little effect on the flat11e 
pictures. At a, where it approaches the second, and at d, w~eJ\ 
it approaches the third overtone, we perceive clearly the forkin 
into two and three parts respectively; but the more complicate 
groups of A, F, and D do not show any particular prominene< 
of the toucs 4, 5' anu 6. 'l'his was to be expected, as the air ir 
the mouth ca1mot strongly vibmtc if itt~ pitch, ag in this case 
differs half a tone from the note already weak when sounded. 

The characteristic tone of A approaches no overtone neare' 
than 16 vibrations, except at C and c, whet·e it coincides \vitr 
the 14th and 7th overtones. N cvertheless the pictures of 0 aut 
c do not show the existence of the 14th and 7th overtones \)rO 
bably because the~e notes are so high and weak in the l~ryu: 
that they cannot v1brate the atmosphere m the mouth sufficient!: 
to act on the flame. 

'l'he characteristic tones of the vowels E and I are too higb t 
have any effect on the flame; and thu~ E sung on c shows bu 
such a picture as does a funuamental d1stantly accompanied b; 
its octave, instead of a group of seven summits. 

I, sung on the same note, shows only a series of simple flame~ 
which seem to indicate a simple tone. This simplicity of tit 
flame-picture here, however, is only apparent, as in all the pie 
tures of I. 

'l'he wide, large, and almost forldess flames shown by the dif 
fcrent groups are really mostly whole tufts of flame, which appea 
somewhat confused when the note is weakly given; but when 
on the contrary, it is blown with force, and particularly at th 
mouthpiece, numerous bright points may be clearly seen, wbiC· 
inuicate the presence of very high accessory notes. It is ver. 
fatiguing to sing I, and when pitched low is so difficult that 
was compelled to omit the sounds from C to ]<, in the drawings 

I made an experiment to see whether the flame-picture w0 nl' 
take any different form if I pl~ced the tube, instead of bcfor 
the mouth at the back part of Jt, and then sang A on f; bill 

with the c:ception of increased intensity, the result in both case 
was the same. 

The whispered vowels had but a slight efl"ect on the flalll ~ 
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The bands of light in the mirror appeared under their influence 
like an alternately darker and iighter ribbon with irregular small 
tcet.h; and the whole was so cloudy and undefined that I could 
even discover no <lifferencc between the different vowels. 'l'hc 
semivowels m and n gave such similar pictures that I could not 
distinguish between them. I have sketched them for the notes 
e~ g, e, c (fig. 9, Pl. I.); deeper notes showed longer, ?ut still 
misty anti undefined period s. Of course in these experu~1ents I 
·11·as obliged to put my nose instead of my mouth to the m.stru
m ut. 'l'he quivering R, silently pronounced, shows a sen cs of 
!lame-summits of different elevations pretty regulady forked or 
toothed. In the small rotating mirror, with a plate 15 centims. 
w1dc, of which I generally make usc, these summits appeared to 
me to follow each other irregularly. But when I employed a 
large1· one, 40 centims. wide, I perceived the regular periodicity 
of the whole group, which was repeated four or five times in the 
width of the mirror. 'l'he teeth, which are spread over the whole 
of the fiame-summ its, are simply caused by the air -current. Of 
this we car. easily convince ourselves by placing the tongue at a 
little distance from the gums in tead of permitting it to vibrate 
on them, aml then expelling the air violently through the 
narrow aperture. The baud of flame then appears serrated, 
without any individual flame-summits rising above it. But if 
we intone the B., the picture of tb c note unites with that of the 
letter, and thea·c ensues such a confused series of single flames 
and whole groups of dissimilar height and form, that in the eva
nescence of the picture it is impossible to decipher them. I have 
sought to give the character of the voicele8s ]{, in fi g. 10, Pl. I. 

'fhe different characteristics of t he voiceless explosives 1', 'f, and 
K are easily rccogu ized. At P the flame suddenly rises strai•"ht 
up hi rrh above the average line, then shows two or three similar 
elancements, which arc followed by a few rapidly decreasing ones. 
Both the high ann low chief movements show as at R the inden
tations caused by the air-current. 

The rise of the flame is less sudden at T, neither is it so high; 
and the deep incisions arc wanting, which at Pin the commence
ment show two or three rapid elancements. At K, which is arti
culated further back in the mouth, the1·e is still less a sudden ri ·e 
of t_he flam e; but the picture begins with a regular ri sing and 
falhng wave, followed by a few rapidly diminishing ones of the 
same form. The indentation of the whole picture is the same 
as in P and T. 

lf we utter one of these consonants many times in succession 
while continually tnrninrr the mirror, we rarely see the picture 
well ; it is therefore bctt~r to place the mirror so that the flam e 
shows in one comer, and with a slight tum must pa~s over it.<l 

Phil. May. S. 4·. Vol. LJ,5. No. 297. Jan. I P.;'0. C 
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Xl V. On M anometric Flames. 
8!1 Dl'. R unoLPII KoNJ G (o.f Paris). 

[Concluded fl'Om p. 18.] 

[With n PJntc.J 
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vibrate only when its particular resonator is put in action b 
note in unison; the notes not contaiued in the sct·ies of re~ 
nators lllust have no effect wlmtever on any of the flame . 
onlcr to show how far the apparatus fulfils these condition 
usually employ a series of tuning-forks on soundin o·-chc-c. 
wh ich, parti cularly a few moments after being sound~d, i 1 • 

almost simple notes. 
I first take forks which arc in tunc with the resonator~ , an c 

sound them sing ly, and show that only the bands of lig ht wbi ' 
correspond to th eir notes dissolve into vibrations, so that ·e ~ e1 .. l 
si111plc notes must be sounded to cause tlJC appearance of · •era 
sen atcd bands of li g·ht. By means of a tuniug-fork not in tn uc 
wi th the resonators, I can then show that its note, cv 11 when 
sounded with considerable force, has no effect on the flatnc . A 
note sounded with very great intensity may indeed have some effed 
on all the flam es, thro ugh the resonators ; but this case will no r 
give ri :se to error, as all the flame-series appear equal, wl rcn:a., 
when resonance takes place, the number of the sing le fl aw _ 
waves in the serie·s increases upwards in th e proportiou of 1 : 2 · 3 
&c., and their width, of course, decreases in the in verse m tio. 

After demonstmtiug in thi s way the nature of the appat·at us, 
I produce before it a sound whose fundamenta l is c; and th e ser
rated bands of light th en show by what harmon.ic uotcs the fun
damental is accompanied, as well as the relative in tcnsitic of 
tl1 esc notes. If before the apparatus we play the !/ of the violiu, 
for which the apparatus has no resonator, the octave g vibrat :: 
strongly, and the c of the same instrument resolves, together 

with the .flame of the fundamental, that of the octave ~. An 
open organ-pipe, of small diarnet~r, t~ned to c, when for ibly 
blown, set the first five flames m vtbratwu, but the t hird vibrated 
more strongly than the octave. A closed orgau-pipe with the 
same fundam ental caused the twelfth to appear very strong, ami 
the fifth very weak. A protruding tongue without a soundin '"
cup resolved the Hrst six harmonic notes with pretty regularly 
decreasing io tensity. 

On singing the vowel U, the octave as well as the fundam en ta l 
shows mther strong vibrations, and only sometimes a triflin "' 
effect may be observed on the third note. D, on the contrary, 
excites the flames of the third and fourth notes very strongly, 
while the vibrations of the octave at·e weaker than with U. TiP 
{jfth flame-band is serrated, but slightly, with 0 . With 0 A 
the region of o· t·eatest intensity becomes highet·; it is the fourth 
and fifth note~ which show th e deepest indentations in the band 
of light, while the lower notes are weaket·. With A all the fl ames 
m·e resolved up to the seventh, and the fourth, fifth, and ixth 
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1•ibrate with great force. When E is sung, we see the funda
mental accompanied by the octave weakly, and very strongly by 
the twelfth. The double octave and its third show vibrations of 
moderate in tensity; and the seven th flan1e shows traces of the 
existence of the seventh tone. 'l'hc letter I sung on c gives a 
strong uwvcmcnt to th e f-lam es of the octave and the funda
wcnlal only, while all the othet· flames are in repose. 

The t'C on ators 7 and 8 (c) of the apparatus cansc their flam es 
to vibrate wi th difficulty, and the notes must be very strong . 
We have now reached the limits within which the flames can be 
us fully etnploycd. 

As t his apparatus docs not permit ns to choose the funda-
111 ·ntal toue of the vowel or of any other sound which is to be 
analyzed, it is adapted rath er to demonstration than to further in
ve tigation. However, to make it more useful for the latter pur-· 
posP, I have constructed a second modrl (fig. 12), in which the 

Fig. 12. 
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eight spherical resonators are replaced by fourteen un ivers. 
resonators. These resonators consist each of a cylinder, ir~ 
length about equal to its diameter, which is formed by two pipe\ 
placed one within th e other. The outer of these pipes termi, 
nates at one end in a hemisphere, from which the tube for tl 
ear is carried, as in the spherical rcsonat_ors. The opposite en~ 
of the inner pipe is closed by a plate, In the middle of which 
there is an opening for the passage of the enclosed air to the ex
terioJ" atmosphere. 'l'l1is arrangem.er~t permits us by drawin 
out. the pipe to increase the mass of _mr Ill the resonator, and to 
lower its tone by a third. On the Inner tube lin es are dnm 1 

which indicate how far the outer one must be drawn out forth 
different notes. The deeper resonators of the series are o con
structed that the highes t note of the larger shall always r each 
to the lowest of the next smaller one. In the higher-toned 
resonators this would not be sufficient, because the sixth, seventh, 
and eighth accessory notes approach each other so nearly that 
the necessity min·ht occur of forming two of them with the same 
resonator. Sine~, therefore, the highest notes of the deeper are 
a whole note above the lowest notes of the next upper reson ator, 
the whole series conta ins the following notes:- 1, G- ll; 2,B-dis · 

3, dis-fis; 4·, fls-a; 5, a-c; 6, c-e; ~ e-gis; 8, gis-c; 9, c-~ 
10, d-f; I 1, e-gis; 12,f-~=; 13, gis~;; 14, c-d. _ 

The series of overtones for the notes of both octaves from C-c 
are to be found in the resonators placed opposite to each in the 
following 'fable :-

c: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, IO. 
D: 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, I I. 
E : 3, 5, (i, 7, 8, 9, l 0, Il. 
F: 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, II , I3. 
G: I, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
A: l , 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, I2, 
n: 1, 5, 7. 8, !1, 11, 12. 13, 

c : 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, I1 , I3, 14. 
d: 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, I3, 14. 
e: 3, 6, 8, 9, II , 1:3, I4 . 
f 3, 7. 8, ll, 12, 13. 
fl : 4, 7, !J, ll , 13. 
a: 5, 8, 9, I2, I4. 
b: 5, tJ, ll, 12. 
c: 5, 8, 11 , 13. 

For the fundamentals C-F the resonators are wantino- but . h OJ 
one can make observations up to the mnt note of the sound. 
For the sounds G-d the resonators serve to the eighth note ; 
then they begin to fail; at e we can employ only six flames, at 
f five; and at last at c but three for the overtones. 

Although, as before mentioned, it is indicated on each reso
nator how far it must be dr~wn out for the different notes, yet it 
i~ as well, in ord~r to have exact results with the apparatus, par
tiCularly if th~ f~ndamental of the so~n~ to be investigated does 
not exactly comcirle with one of the md1cated notes, to employ 
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the following mode of giving the desired pitch to the resouators 
in question . 

'l'une a string of the sonometer to the fundamental tone of the 
sound, and produce ou it the harmonic notes one after another. 
'fh en place the propet· resonator in communication with the ea t· 
instead of with the manomet ric capsule; and while the india
rubber tube is in the car, it becomes very easy to determine their 
arrangement and t he pol:lition for the strongest resonance. 

After having tuned eight of these resonato t·s to c and its over
tone , I repeated the same experiments with this apparatus as l 
t ried on the spherical-resonator apparatus, and obtained exactly 
the same results. There was not the least sign of any weakened 
scnsit ivene s in the flam es; so that this apparatus appears to me 
exactly fitted for more exact and earching experimeuts on sounds 
in general, and particularly those of the human voice, at least 

those composed of notes which do extend beyond Z It is to be 
tcmarkcd that di rect employment of the resonators with the ear 
doe not ~ucceed fat· beyond this limit . 

U11fortnnately I am now eonviuced that the state of my voice 
do s nol permit me to investigate any further in this direction, 
a I had intemled; so I must be content to show the capabilities 
of the apparatus, as I shall again, when desc ribing the method of 
experimenting on the vowel-sounds, and others also, by the eli
mi nation of single accessory notes, or whole series of them. 

Inte1j erence-pltenomena. 

In my description of the results obtained by the com hi nation 
of the notes of two organ-pipes I have not meutioned unison. 
'l'hc combination of two notes in uni son has a special interest, 
on account of the communication of the vibrations and the in
terference-phenomena which may be observed therein. I there
fo r·e preferred deferring their description until now, when I could 
explain them in connexion with other similar experiments . 

. If we plac two organ-pipes tuned in unison in communication 
Wi th two fl ames and sonnd only one of tbem, the flame of the other 
show that its air-column also vibrates in sympathy through eorn
nmn ication; and this passing on of the vibrations takes place even 
if the organ-pipes are not in exact unison with each other, and 
th refore when sounded together cause beals to be beard. But it 
is to be remarked that in this case the sympathetic pipe does not 
fo rm its own vibration s, but only vibrations which are exactly in 
unison with those of the one acting on it; so that beats are neither 
h ard nor tbeir effects seen in the flame. If, however, we blow the 
second organ-pipe and tbus cause its own vibrations, they unite 
with the re 011 ance-vibrations, and the flame shows clearly, by 
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its violent flickering, the existence of beats, which are also h ar l 
distinctly. 

I dmw particular attent ion to this isolated occul'!'eucc of th · 
resonance-vibrations in the air·-columu, becau ·e it is not exb ·
bited by the influence-phenomena of two strings stretched abor 
the same sounding -board; but the proper· vibmtions com bioeu. 
with r esonance-vibrations appear in the string influenced, with
out its being struck or bowed. 

It is known that the beats of two such mutually sympathetic 
strings accommodate themselves to each other in such a manoe • 
that th e one reaches the maximum amplitude of its vibration 
when the other is at the minimum. Now the flames of the tw 
sympathetic or·gan-pipcs exhibit the same phenomenon, for a 
the one rises the other falls; both, however, must be blown at 
the same tim e, whilst it is only necessary to play on one of th 
strings. 

When the pipes are in perfect unison, and th eir sino-lc vibm
tions mutually adapt themselves in the same way as the beat' 
did, i. e. that in the node of the one there is a condensation of 
tl1e atmosphere when in the other a rarefaction takes place, then 
tlJC whole process can be clearly observed in the two flame if 
we place them one beneath the other in a vertical li ne. Both 
flames show th eir vibrations unweakencd; yet their individual 
pictures in the rotating mirror are not beneath each othel" in 
the two lines, but altemate. 

If both notes act together on the same flame, they, of cour· e, 
at the beats show more violent tlickcrings than did the two 
iJamcs; for the latter were prodr~ced ?Y tli~·ect and by sy mpathetic 
and therefore unequally strong vtbratwns m the same ait·-column, 
whilst the present ones are formed by direct and therefore nearly 
equally strong notes in two similar air-columns. If the two 
notes are approximated gradually to unison, we observe that th 
oscillations cannot be made slower at will, as with tunino--forks, 
but at a certain lirnit they di sappcm· suddenly, and bgth air
columns vibrate as one sys tem, i. e. as two somewhat differently 
tuned bodies that are so closely united and therefore act so 
strongly on one another that neither· can give its proper note iu 
its integ rity, and the consequence is that only a single interme
diate note is produced. This note is more powerful than that of 
a single organ-pipe; and the flame shows in the centre of its 
interior a brilliant waist, which rises above a non-brilliant blue 
broad hollow space. As it approaches pel'fcct unison more 
and more, the height of this dark space increases, the brilliant 
waist vanishes; and when unison is attained the :flame appears in 
complete repose. At the same moment the strong fundamental 
has almost di sappeared, and we bear the first overtone clearly 
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produced; for it is known that, there being a difference of half 
a vibration-period between two equal sounds in uni son, while 
the fundamental and the odll overtones a rc destroyed, all the 
even overtone~ in both sonnds vib rate withont difference of phase 
and strengthen one another. The flame also makes the octave 
rccoguizablc in the rotating mirror, siuce we sec a series of low 
wide flame-pictures, of which each single one is forked. It is 
well in this experiment to employ a rather stronger air-pressu re, 
in Dl'dcr to increase the intens ity of the octave in the souud of 
the pipes. 

As this prominence of the octave at the interference of the 
fundamentals of two sounds is d emoustratcd particularly well by 
means of the double siren of Ilelruhol tz, I represented the phe
nomenon in this case also by the ±lames. 'l'o this end I provided 
Pacb of the two sounding-chests over the turning plates with a 
t ube, which perm itted its interior space to be placed in direct 
communication with the tube leading to the capsule. 'l'his tube 
wa ofindia . .rubber, thus retainin g the power of movement within 
certain limits for the upper winu-chest of the siren, so as to be 
able by its different positions to produce the interference or to 
~v1thdraw it. lnvariubly, if we ap proach the siren-chest to the 
mterference-placc, we see the great vil.Jmtions of the fund a
mCJ.Jtal graduall y di sappear, and the short fork ed flame take 
the1r place as the picture of the octave. 

A particu lar apparatus, which I con struct for the observation 
of interference-phenomena of the mo t various kinds, is founded 
on the method first em ployed by llerschcl, and after him by 
many natural philosophers. 'l'his is to produce interference by 
permitting the waves from the same source to traverse two 
courses differing in length by half a wave, and then to reunite 
the1t1 . It consists of a tube that between its ends branches into 
two arms, one of which can by drawing out be lengthened at" 
will (fi g. 13). If we wish a complete interference, we must in
troduce a simple note into the tube, which is joined to a reso
nator, before which we sound the proper tuning-fork . If we now 
lengthen the one arm until the diffe rence of length of the two 
is equal to half the wave-length of the note of the tuning-fo rk, 
the waves comin"' frum the two arm are mutually destroyed at 
b 

0 . 
t e other end of the tube· and if we fix thi into a small caVIty, 
over which a manometric 'capsule is placed, we sec, on drawing 
out one of the anus of the tube, how the at tjrst deeply serrated 
fl ame-series in the rotating mirror gradually transforms itself 
into a simple band of light, until the lliffcrcnce of a half wave
length is attained. 

But the interference can be shown still more beautifully hy 
another arrangement. Instead of causing the arms united to a 
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single tube to act on a capsule, I place a small apparatus to bo !, 
exits of the two tube-branches; this is so arranged that noll 

Fig. 13. 

each branch is in communication with a separate capsule. Th e 
two capsules, whose action on each other is annulled by two ac
cessory capsules, at·e provided with two gas-pipes instead of on . 
On a stand a t·e placed three bumers, which are fixed at diBh · nt 
elevations; the centre one is arranged for the reception of t wo 
india-rubber tubes. I connect now one gas-pipe of the one cap
sule with the highest burner, one pipe of the othet· capsule 1 ith 
the lowest, and by means of the remaining two exit-pipe I place 
both capsules in communication with the centre bumer. If I 
now strike the tuning-forks while the lengths of the tube-branchc· 
are equal, the three flam es in the rotating mi rror show th re 
equally deeply serrated flame-seri es one above another, of wb ich 
the centre alone changes into a simple band of light on length
ening one of the branches a half wave- leng th of the note, whi l 
both the other flam es continue to vibmte with unchanged in ten
sity. 'l'hus we have here at the same t ime a view of the action 
of the sound-waves when they app roach throug h the one a ·m 
alone, when they have passed through the second only, an d 
also when they arrive united at the flame after pass ing through 
both. 

If in these experiments we employ instead of a tu uing.forl· 
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with a resonator an open organ-pipe of not too g reat diarrieter, 
during the interference of the waves of th e fund amental the 
vibrations of t he octave become again prominent. By interference 
we can remove not on ly the fund amental, but any overtone we 
please from a sound, as may be clearly demonstrated with the 
abo ve-described cove red pi pe. I conduct t he sound into the 
apparatus, while I con nect with it, a fter the removal of the gas
burner, the capsule at t he end by means of an india-rubber tube. 
1f I then draw out the one t ube so far that interference ensues 
for note 3, the centre fiame in th e mirror shows th e simple 
flame-series of t he fun damental, while the two others form the 
picture before described (fig. 5, Pl. I.), resul t ing from the com 
bination of notes 1 and 3. I n the same way we can banish 
fl'om vowc l-souuds various overtones, or rath er whole series of 
them, which offers a new and fruitful method for t he invest iga
tion . In these ex periments the arrangement with three flames 
!s particul arly u eful , because the upper and lower flames remain
mg always unchanged permits the sligh test alteration in the 
mitldle one to be observed. 'fhu s, fot· example, the vowel U 
nng on c into t he apparatLlS shows the fundamental only weakly, 

accompanied by the oc tave. If we place the apparatus so that 

the waves of -;;- iuterfere, every trace of this octave is lost, whereas 
on the interference of the fuml amcntal t wo n arrow flames of 
almost equal hci."'h t t ake the place of each wide flame; these 
narrow Hames re;resent the octave, n ow almost alone. W'ith 0 
sung on t he same note (when the fundamental is acco mpanied 
wuch more strongly by the octave than with U) we can wake 
the same expet·iments; only here at the interference of the octave 
t bc note 3 beco 111 es prominent, whi ls t the wide flam e of tbe fun . 
damental spreads ou t into three diminishing summits. A sung 
on ~ at the interference of t he third note brings forward strongly 
the octave with the fu ndamental. If the waves of the octave 
interfere, there appears a grnup of fiv e fl ame-summits, which 
appea r: to ind icate t he notes 1, 3, and fi. [f we suppress the fun
damental and with it the notes 3, 5, &c., there appeat·s a simple 
flame-seri es, wh ich is form ed by the octave alune. 

TheRe phenomena are nevertheless not always of so simple a 
nature as in t hese examples, when it is a question of more com
pos ite flame-g roups of th e dcepet· sounds; and therefore I will 
now call at ten tion to the fact that, on len!jthening one of the 
tnues of the apparatus we often see suddenly very g reat changes 
in Lhe Jiame-picture when the form er is between the inter fe rence
points of two successive overtones of the sound. 'fhis is then the 
interfereuce-point of the lower octave, ot· t welfth of a higher 
overtone of t he sound, whicil is in thi t> way removed. 

PhiL. May. S. 4. Vol. 45. No. 2!:J8. Feb. 1873. I 
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In the place of the forked tube into which in all the fo re 
going experiments the note m· sound was inti"Oduced, we can pu • 
two separate tubes of exactly equal length and form, each con 
sisting of three separate pieces in serted one in another a n 
capable of being turned . round so that we can move the br 
openings at their ends in any direction we please without altera
tion of the leng th of the tube or of the form of its turn in a" . 
This armngement permits th en the entrance of the note of tw 
different points of a vibrating body into the apparatus-fm 
example, of two vibrating bridges of a plate with contrary igns~ 
or of the same place on its opposite urfaces : in both th e e cas ~ 
the interference takes place wh en the two path8 are equal , and 
the tone fir·st becomes audible when th e interference is dest l"O 
by leng thening one of the compound tubes. 

In order to adapt the apparatus to the demonstration of th 
wave-lengths of a note in different gases, and for the experim ents 
of Zoch, ll1ave provided the pipes with two cocks, which ser-' e o 
.fill and empty them. Of course, if we experiment with any oth er 
gas than atm ospher·ic air, the resonator cannot remain in·direct 
communication with the interior of the pipe; and ther·efor·e we 
must in th at case place between them a small cavity, which is 
divided in t he centre by a thin membrane into two balves-th 
one to be united with the pipe, the other· with tl1 e resonator. 
Besides we must then have india-r·ubber rings to dmw over· th 
ends of the tubes which are only placed within each other, so 
that the gas cannot escape at tbc~se places. 

It is, of course, understood that thi s apparatus permits th 
direct observation of differ·ent interference-phenomena by the ea r·, 
and consequently the repetition of the experiments of Mach, 
Quincke, and other·s. Fot· this purpose we have but to place 
one of the forked tubes before the apparatus and conn ect th 
form er with the ear by an india-rubber tube. 

XV. On the best Arrangement of Wheatstone's Bridge for mea
suring a given resistance with a given Galvanomete1· and Battery. 
By OLI VE R H EAV JSIDE, Great Nort/1em Telegraplt Company, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne*. 

I N the fi g ure, a, b, c, and dare the four sides of the electrical 
arrangement known as vrheatston e's bt·idge or balance, e 

the gal vanometer, and/ the battery branch. Throughout th is 
papP. r dis supposed to be tbe resistance to be measured, and e 
and f both known. 'fhe problem is to ·find what resistance 
should be given to the sides a, b, and c (which we are able to 

• Communicat.ed by the Author. 
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